2012 was an exciting year for IHT. A number of initiatives were started that will be bearing fruit in 2013 or 2014. Here are some things IHT has been working on.

Most exciting, perhaps, is a collaboration with Deer Isle-Stonington High School and their innovative Marine Pathways Program. IHT will be providing guidance in field work and data collection on a project looking at the health of Southeast Harbor. As the students earn credits, they will also be working on bringing back a once productive fishery. IHT is looking for grants and donations to launch our expanded Environmental Education Program. This will include the high school, the elementary school, Camp Kooky, and more IHT programs and camps!

As IHT’s preserves become more and more popular, our Stewardship Program has about reached capacity – George Fields (as good as he is) cannot be everywhere all the time! IHT received a grant to revamp the program. We, I should say Marissa, has developed a Volunteer Manual for ALL Volunteers and specific manuals for each property or easement that needs monitoring or stewarding. IHT is asking the volunteers to be diligent in their duties – freeing George to tackle bigger problems or the mountains of paperwork that go with his job. The Stewards will be meeting with George to develop work plans for each preserve for the coming year – and then working on their own, or with a “Friends of ..” group to implement the plans – scheduling work parties at their convenience during the work season.

One great move that IHT made this year was to hire Marissa Hutchinson as a part-time Development Director – you all know Marissa as our Volunteer Coordinator and Administrative Assistant. Well she now has a new hat and new responsibilities – not least of which is working with the Development Committee to find the funds necessary to keep this great organization running.

IHT and the Historical Society now share an Orchard grafted from trees growing on the Island by Tim Seabrook of Five Star Nursery. This is just the beginning of a collaboration on how best to use the contiguous properties. There will be more to come in the future! With all this going on, IHT continues with its basic imperative – protecting land and natural resources. Conservation Easements are the underwater portion of the IHT ice berg. The Trust has over twice as much land conserved with easements as we have in ownership – but these lands are still privately owned, paying taxes, and not necessarily open to the public. Each of these 29 parcels needs a yearly monitoring visit to record that the original donor’s wishes are being carried out – that the land has remained as the easement specifies. The Stewardship Committee and the Stewardship Director spend a lot of time on easements – which are forever—protected in perpetuity.

IHT is currently talking with three owners about easements that will protect approximately 50 more acres and around 3000 feet of shoreline. Two of these easements also carry provisions that will allow commercial shellfish harvesters to continue accessing the shore, forever. The third easement is specifically for commercial clammer access. Not only is IHT protecting natural resources, but also the economy that is dependent on them. Each Conservation Easement is unique. Each has to be negotiated individually – and this can take from 2 to 5 years to complete! This is the invisible IHT.

Think of your favorite view around Deer Isle, from the water or from the land. Many of those will never be developed because IHT holds an easement on the property precluding development.
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IHT Business Supporters:
Art by Katy
Bar Harbor Bank and Trust
Barter Lumber
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Eaton Oil, Company
Deer Isle Hostel
Due North, LLC
Fisherman's Friend Restaurant
Georgia Stone Industries
Harbor Farm
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Island Heritage Trust
Mission Statement:

The mission of the Island Heritage Trust is to conserve significant open space, scenic areas, wildlife habitats, natural resources, historic and cultural features that offer public benefit and are essential to the character of the Deer Isle area.

Estate planning?

When planning for your children and grandchildren’s future help ensure that the Deer Isle you love will be part of that – consider a bequest to Island Heritage Trust.